Our Mission
Bringing people exotic Asian flavors that come from real, fresh, uncompromised recipes that are not altered for profits or convenience like most restaurants.

Our Promise
We refuse to sell out. Your health for profit!

Vegetarian & Healthier Options
- Zero MSG, Trans Fats, Hydrogenated Oils...Zero!
- No antibiotic chicken, No Corn Syrup
- Brown Rice Available & Substitute Tofu for any meat. All chicken is white meat.

A Note About Oils - Our cooking involves less than a teaspoon and a half of soy oil. This technique involves coating the wok while very hot, then drawing off the remaining oil. This creates a non-stick free coating on the wok that has been used for thousands of years. While some things are fried, terms used like “fried rice” use that amount of soybean oil and are not immersed in oil. That means only 51 CALORIES from oil! You can substitute breaded meat with corn starch or fry or boiled.

4905 E. Ray Rd., #102 Phoenix AZ 85044 (next to AMC 24 Theater)

Just Like You Like it!
If you want Orange Tofu instead of chicken, no problem. More or Less Spicy? Add this to your taste on almost all dishes. Substitutions are common on proteins. Made to order means you get more choices!

Gluten Free
Indicates CAN Be or IS Gluten Free. Specify When Ordering.

Gluten Free Dishes
- Thai Basil Spicy Fried Rice
- Fried Rice
- Hawaiian Fried Rice
- Vegetable Fried Rice
- Vietnamese Spring Rolls
- Edamame
- Spicy Korean Kimchee
- Chili Garlic Etouffee
- Moss Gai Gai Rin
- Vietnamese Pho Beef Soup

In addition to the listed dishes there are a variety of dishes that can be altered to be Gluten Free, just ask our team!

50% OFF DELIVERY
GED-02-20

We're Delivery Pro's
$15 Minimum Purchase
Delivery Area
Elliott to the 202 SanTan, end of Pecos to McClintock

Lunch Specials
Monday-Friday 11am-2pm Delivered!

Lunch size portion with spring roll and choice of white or brown rice. Substitute fried rice or Lo Mein for an additional $1.50.
- Vegetable Entrees $6.99
- Beef Entrees $7.75
- Chicken Entrees $7.29
- Shrimp Entrees $8.29
- Pork Entrees $7.35

Gluten Free
- Sweet & Sour Chicken
- Spicy Korean Noodle Soup
- Vietnamese BBQ Park
- Asian Grilled Chicken Salad
- Pad Thai
- Thai Basil Curry
- Shrimp Lo Mein Sauce
- Noodle Soup
- Sweet & Sour Rice

The Best Fresh, Greatest of Asian Cuisine...Within.
Absolutely wonderful staff here. Foods are great and fresh.rice, burgers, even some extras to order. They are also very accommodating with my many order requests and recurrences. I’ve been looking for fresh, cooked to order flavorful options to just a view Asian Plaza this is the right place. Good to see this place is flourishing and providing good tastes and great value to the customers. Thanks.

Family Special 3 For $26.00
- A Family Of 4-5 People
- One entree per person
- Plus 3 egg rolls or spring rolls.
- Vietnamese BBQ Pork & Korean Noodles soup not included